
Inauguration of Hosur Sub Chapter 

 

The inauguration of Hosur Sub Chapter was held on 19.4.2015 at Ashok Leyland 
Management Devp. Centre, Hosur on 19.4.2015 at 3.30 p.m. 

From Chennai Chapter, Vice Chairman, Secretary, Treasurer and 4 GC members along with 
Directors Dr.A.S.Rao and Mr.Somanathan attended the function. 

Mr.C.Sundaravadevelu, Vice Chairman QCFI presided over the function 

Mr.T.R.Narasimhan, Secretary QCFICC welcomed the delegates and gatherings 

The tradition of lighting the Kuthuvilakku was done by the Chief Guest and the delegates 

Mr. P.M.Devarajan, the coordinator overviewed the function through a power point 
presentation  

The Vice Chairman, Mr.C.S. Sundaravadivelu reported that Chennai Chapter and H.Q. have 
contributed much for the formation of  Hosur Sub chapter and it is the responsibility of the 
Sub Chapter to work hard  by enrolling new members  and also by conducting training 
programmes. 

Shri R. Rajagopalan, Associate Vice President, Watch Manufacturing and Supply chain, 
Titan Cy. Ltd was the Chief Guest.  The Chief guest in his address stressed that all industries 
needs to satisfy the needs and expectation of customer for which  QCFI is helping by 
providing various training programmes and we have to utilise their service and ensure their 
fullest co-operation for the newly formed Sub Chapter. 

Dr.A.K.Mittal, President QCFI in his inaugural addressed ensure that H.Q.  is supporting Sub 
Chapters through their parent chapters for their activities and stressed the probation of quality 
in their areas by explaining through examples.  His speech was though provoking and also 
praised the Chairman and all members of Chennai Chapter for their best contribution for the 
formation of the Hosur Chapter. 

Shi D.K.Srivatysava E.D.H.O. gave the felicitation address and  appreciated Chenni chapter 
and the co-ordinator Mr.P.M.Devarajan  for their efforts in inaugurating the Sub Chapter. 

After that two organisations viz. Gunam Hospital Hosur and Delta CNC Applications made a 
power point presentation on QC.  Their presentations were well appreciated and they were 
awarded with mementos by QCFI Chennai Chapter for their maiden attempts. 

Major Retd. Chandrasekaran VV. Treasure QCFICC conducted mater of ceremony of the 
day’s proceedings in a beautiful manner.  All the VIP were honoured with mementos by 
QCFICC 

The function came to an end with the singing of National Anthem 


